
IDENTIFY AND MODEL 
YOUR SOURCE DATA1

BUILD AND ENRICH YOUR 
DIMENSIONAL MODEL 2

POPULATE YOUR DESTINATION 
DATA WAREHOUSE

VISUALIZE & ANALYZE

See It Live in Action!
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Design a complete sketch of your source database and 
define relationships between entities.

Populate dimension and fact tables with our powerful 
ETL functionality, simplified by its intuitive 
point-and-click mechanism.

Create your dimensional model from scratch or derive 
it from your data model and enrich it with fact 
and dimension configurations.

CREATE YOUR 
DATA MODEL BY
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Provide instant access to warehouse data through
these options so that frontline business users 

can gain accurate, trusted insights quickly.

Request A Personalized Demo

BUILD YOUR
DATA WAREHOUSE 
IN 4 SIMPLE STEPS WITH

ASTERA DW BUILDER

Designing a data model
from scratch using

drag-and-drop actions

Reverse engineering
a source database and 

modifying it

Importing your 
Erwin data model

LOADING FACT AND 
DIMENSION TABLES

ENHANCED QUERY
PERFORMANCE

SUPPORTED SOURCE DATABASES AND 
TARGET DATA WAREHOUSES

Select one or multiple source tables 
using drag & drop connectors for 
loading facts and dimensions

Use dedicated Dimension Loader 
and Fact Loader objects to populate 
your data warehouse

Apply built-in transformations to 
profile, massage, and clean your 
source data

Execute all your ETL/ELT jobs with a 
single click

Automatically generate dimension 
lookups and an in-memory staging 

table for loading fact tables

Run fact loading jobs in ELT 
pushdown mode to save hours in 

query processing.

Make warehouse data available to industry-leading 
visualization tools, like Power BI, Tableau, Qlik, Domo, 
etc. through the built in OData service.

Built upon Astera’s industrial-strength ETL engine and refined by years of use by 
Fortune 1000 companies, Astera DW Builder provides advanced data warehouse 
automation capabilities to build on-prem and cloud data warehouses in hours and 

days rather than months and years.

DWBuilder
Astera

Configure and verify slowly 
changing dimensions 

and fact entities

Assign fact and
dimension roles to

entities in bulk

Specify late arriving 
dimension/early 

arriving fact options

Define indexing options Your dimensional model
is ready for action

https://www.astera.com/astera-data-warehouse-demo/

